Securing Pathways to Justice at a Critical Time

THE DOOR OPENS AT 8 A.M., and already there is a long line down the corridor outside Room 235 of the Los Angeles County Superior Courthouse. Concerned, anxious, worried faces—some shielded to hide the evidence of recent physical abuse—populate the hallway. All are there because they have heard help is inside.

Room 235 is small and filled with volunteers and staff from the Los Angeles County Bar Association. As the morning progresses, the stories are told of those who came to the Domestic Violence Legal Services Project. Declarations are written. Thick packets of court papers are prepared. Explanations about restraining orders, ex parte hearings, and service of process are provided. The stories are often harsh, and sometimes a volunteer needs to step away for a moment alone to regain composure.

Each day, the court issues restraining orders—more than one would expect. The Domestic Violence Legal Services Project is an indispensable pathway between the community and the courthouse. Last year, this project helped 4,250 victims of domestic violence.

A few blocks away, on the third floor of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Offices (USCIS), a similar scene unfolds. This time, immigrants line the hallways. Some are “Dreamers,” while others have questions about keeping their families together. Most just need help with nationalization, travel permits, and work permits. They need help because the law is complex and constantly changing.

Inside one of two small rooms, a wall is covered with crayon drawings made by the children of those who came with questions. Sometimes the answer is not what a questioner wants to hear. Many times, however, there are ways under the law to help a parent or child gain legal status. The advice given is the same reliable advice that staff and volunteers of the LACBA Immigration Legal Assistance Project have been giving for 40 years, this time to a new generation of immigrants. The USCIS relies on the assistance of the Immigration Legal Assistance Project to handle the daily surge of immigrants outside its doors and to provide an essential pathway to the courthouse. The project helped 13,049 clients last year.

On the third Wednesday evening of the month, chairs are arranged in a basement meeting room at Bob Hope Patriotic Hall on Figueroa Street. A group of 30 veterans, some unemployed and others homeless, have arrived to attend a seminar to resolve outstanding traffic tickets and warrants. For many, a simple ticket has snowballed into a license suspension, fines, or a warrant, severely affecting prospects for employment. After the workshop, the veterans receive one-on-one consultations with volunteer attorneys who have been recently trained by LACBA Veterans Legal Services Project staff attorneys. The veterans leave that evening with much needed help to reinstate a driver’s license or clear a record that will better open the door to employment.

“Our Nation has a long tradition of according leniency to veterans in recognition of their service.”† The Veterans Legal Services Project assists that tradition. Over 200 LACBA volunteers helped local veterans in 2016.

Back at LACBA’s downtown headquarters, the director of the AIDS Legal Services Project is coordinating full-scope legal representation for people living with HIV and AIDS. When word came out recently that a national health care company mailed letters that inadvertently revealed a patient’s HIV status through the envelope window, the AIDS Legal Services Project staff acted immediately to help coordinate a press release and demand letter.² Disclosing a private health condition, such as cancer or dementia, to neighbors, landlords, or employers is a serious breach of privacy, but when the condition relates to HIV/AIDS, there is added stigma and discrimination.

The AIDS Legal Services Project has a network of pro bono attorneys to assist with HIV-related legal issues such as estate planning, insurance denials, discrimination, privacy breaches, and Americans with Disabilities Act accommodations. Many of the volunteer attorneys have been with the AIDS Legal Services Project since its inception by LACBA’s Barristers 30 years ago. Last year, the project provided more than $1 million in much needed pro bono legal services.

LACBA’s four legal services projects—Domestic Violence, Immigration, Veterans, and AIDS—provide crucial pathways to legal assistance for those in need. Unfortunately, the projects are in jeopardy due to inadequate funding. Recently, LACBA closed its domestic violence clinic at the Pasadena Superior Courthouse. It also has reduced staff and shut down a fifth project that provided mediation services to local communities and schools. It should not have been necessary to do this.

The cause—legal services for those in Los Angeles County who cannot afford them—should be at the heart of every charitable effort of every successful lawyer in the community. At this critical time, LACBA members can make a lasting impact in Los Angeles. The four legal services projects, now more than ever, need your support. If every LACBA member donates $100, we can turn the corner. If every LACBA member donates the dollar equivalent of “one billable hour” of his or her time, we can sustain the projects into the future.

Please support Counsel for Justice (CFJ), the charitable arm of LACBA, by donating $100 or, even better, writing in the dollar equivalent of “one billable hour” on the dues form. There is also a “Donate” button on the LACBA and CFJ web pages so that you can make your donation today.
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OCTOBER IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AWARENESS MONTH

Kelly moved slowly while walking into the Domestic Violence Legal Services Project (DVP). She had reason; her torso had three bullet wounds; shot by her ex-boyfriend. Even though he was arrested, her children would be taken from her if she didn’t get a restraining order. With the help of one of our DVP volunteers, Kelly was granted a temporary restraining order (TRO).

October is National Domestic Violence Awareness Month – a time to reflect, not only on the staggering statistics, but on solutions as well.

You are part of the solution.

- Every 9 seconds – in the U.S. – a woman is assaulted or beaten.
- An average of 3 women are killed nationwide because of domestic violence every day.
- 1 in 15 children are exposed to domestic violence every year.
- 83% of victims who receive legal help are granted a TRO - without assistance, only 32% were successful.

You can provide a solution for the 300 victims DVP will help this month – about 15 EACH day. By supporting LACBA’s DVP you provide victims their first legal tool for safety.

To donate, visit www.LACBA.org/donate
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